THE PRESIDENT’S LIST

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

Undergraduate students named to the President’s list are recognized for their excellent academic achievements during the past year. Students honored in this way have earned a grade point average of 4.0 for a minimum of 12 GPA hours.

Abigail Champagne  Dylan Kirk  Kathleen Buckner  Sarah Gronberg
Abigail Simms    Elisabeth Elgin  Kathryn Carroll  Sarah Voorhees
Aisha Smith     Elisabeth Johnson  Kelsey Bramlett  Savannah Clay
Aislinn Boggan  Elizabeth Nielsen  Kendall Greene  Sheridan Greer
Alyssa Bischoff  Emily DeCorte  Kiara Smith  Sydney Young
Alyssa Picard  Emma Gould  Laura Boehringer  Sylvia Cortes
Amsu Kharel  Emma West  Lauren Pennington  Thomas Barr
Anna Akins  Erin Blankley  Lindsay Pritchard  Tiffany Hawkins
Anna Brittain  Evelyn Homchanh  Lolia Cheikh  Vaughn Oeth
Audrey Watters  Frances Yother  Lorelei Bachuss  Victoria Rosello
August Floyd  Gabriella Rosengren  Lucas Baudry  Del Valle
Ayuka Shichinohe  Grace Martin  Lucas Geiger  Victoria Scogin
Benjamin Hornyak  Grace Oswald  Madeline Moe  Warren Griggs
Brady Wallace  Gracie Likes  Madison Creasy  
Bryan Vickers  Grant Hershbine  Madison Mullen  
Bryanna Hamblin  Isaac McGinn  Madison Stofer  
Bryn Taylor  Italya Tenney  Maria Najjar  
Cameron Langford  Jacob Chatfield  Mason Sessions  
Cari Sheets  Jacob Winton  Matthew Norman  
Carol Rorex  James Euley  Maximiliano Alonso  
Cassandra Walkington  Jason Begg  Cardona  
Cassidy Bates  Jay Bowman  Michael McGinley  
Cassidy Byron  Jaylah Alford  Michael Richards  
Cavender Hudgens  Jessica Bissinger  Michaela Huffstetler  
Chandler Siegrist  Jessica Powell  Miriam Orta Anguiano  
Chara Corak  John Kiley  Nyla Henry  
Chinenyenwa Sunny-Odio  Jonathan Anderson  Olivia Kreydatus  
Christian Fong  Jonathon Green  Presley Thomas  
Claire Carver  Joselyn Heins  Rachel Faucett  
Connor Harbin  Josephine Severance  Rachel Richardson  
Courtlyn Hart  Josephine Smith  Rebecca Thomas  
Curtis Venetta  Justin Relkin  Robert Smitherman  
Danielle Holdeman  Kate Kornegay  Ruben Yanez Rodriguez  
Darius Ridgel  Kate-Elizabeth Austin  Russell Rogers III  
Dawson Welsh  Katelyn Schlageter  Sara Pinkston